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Atsu from AtsueigoAtsu from Atsueigo
Atsu from the popular YouTube channel Atsueigo joined BJ and 
Terumi on Episode 12 of Gaishikei Urawaza Eigo to talk about his 
experiences working for Deloitte in Australia, different ways to 
express the concept “urawaza” in English, and he shared few of 
his favourite phrases from his recently published book 
“Distinction,” which is an excellent resource for people wanting to 
improve their English, especially in a professional context.  

                  The book is available from www.atsueigo.shop
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Casually BusinessCasually Business
As you may have noticed in the podcast so far, and also in 
Distinction, in an English-language business setting, using 
phrases that sound casual ,or “colloquial” langauge, can be 
seen as professional. 
Using phrases that sound casual can make you appear 
confident, and can give you an extra layer of protection. 
While “urawaza” are intended to make your life easier, letting 
you work less hard, the truth is that there is no substitute for 
practice. We hope that you will continue to join us at Gaishikei 
Urawaza Eigo as you learn various tips to increase your 
confidence to succeed in business and life, and hopefully you 
will be entertained along the way!

What is “Urawaza” in English?What is “Urawaza” in English?
We are often asked the question “What is an Urawaza?” There are many 
possibile translations, but they can often be described best by some of the 
following English phrases, which are often also an urawaza in themselves. Some 
of these phrases are in Distinction, and may be covered in future episodes of 
Gaishikei Urawaza Eigo.   

Entry-Level UrawazaEntry-Level Urawaza
Many English phrases used in a business setting an interesting origin that is unrelated to business. What is the 
origin of the following phrase discussed by Atsu, BJ and Terumi?  Listen to the interview to find out the answer!
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